CRM – It’s More Than
Just Software!
BY BEN BALL
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something goes wrong. Figure 1 illus-
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trates the complex relationship in a Cus-
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tomer Touchpoint Model.

simultaneously. To further confuse
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A Practical Approach
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“Relationships” and “relationship management” are difﬁcult concepts at
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best. Thousands of books, seminars,
help individuals manage relationships

Figure 1:

THE CUSTOMER TOUCHPOINT MODEL
Business Process
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between just two people – and the
divorce rate continues to skyrocket. If

Strategy & Planning

relationships between just two indi-
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Filters

viduals are that difﬁcult how can we

Customer
Filters

Vendor

viduals in the B2B world?
First, let’s talk about relationship
types. One way to look at this is as a
continuum such as that in Figure 2.

Order Process

Communications

of a relationship that is made up of

Internal Structure/Processes
IT Systems

Sales Process

ever hope to “manage” the complexity
multiple processes, groups and indi-

Product Design

The problem with this approach is

Physical Delivery
Billing & Collection
Demand Creation
In-Store Execution
Product/Technical Support

that it implies that one type of rela-

Communications
IT Systems
Internal Structure/Processes

experts and advisors have tried to

Customer

Damages/Returns

tionship is better than another in and
of itself. This can lead to ﬂawed thinking, improper resource allocation and

in. Said another way, a relationship is

very “good” Independent Relationship

great frustration.

what we do ... not what we say it is.

or a very “poor” Strategic one.

Consider the following example.
Suppose your company has adopted the
hierarchical view of relationships pictured in Figure 2.
The implication is that “Strategic” is

Let’s look at an example in the B2B
environment.
Suppose we are evaluating what
type of relationship we have with Customer A for the “Physical Delivery”

The key to developing a successful
CRM strategy is to divorce the concept
of “Relationship Types” from the idea of
“how good the relationship is.”
Let’s go back to our example of

the best type of relationship to have. It

Touchpoint. We start by deﬁning what

Physical Delivery with Customer A.

is intuitive to want to have the “best”

activities we associate with each rela-

The way Customer A deﬁnes perfor-

relationship types with your “best” (i.e.,

tionship type, as in Figure 3.

mance (or “goodness”) for this Touch-

largest) customers. This leads to direct-

Now we can deﬁne our relationship

ing your Account Team to “go out and

with Customer A based on the activities

develop a Strategic relationship with

we are engaged in. We can also see what

top accounts.” But what does that

activities we would have to add or

mean? And how do you know that all

change in order to move to a different

top accounts want to have a Strategic

relationship type.

relationship with you (or any other ven-

ery.” Suppose we are currently in an

Figure 2:

VIEWING RELATIONSHIPS HIERARCHICALLY

Note that nowhere in this exercise

dor for that matter) across all of the

have we yet talked about how well we

Touchpoints that make up the customer

are performing on the Physical Delivery

relationship?

Touchpoint. That is an entirely different

The solution lies in how we deﬁne

point is “% complete and on-time deliv-

question, one that introduces the con-

relationships. In reality, relationships are

cept of “goodness” into the equation.

personiﬁed by the activities we engage

We must recognize that we can have a

Strategic
Collaborative
Cooperative
Independent
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Independent Relationship for Physical
Delivery (i.e., we forecast and ship

Figure 3:

DEFINE RELATIONSHIPS BY ACTIVITIES

independently of the customer) and
Physical Delivery Examples

Independent

Cooperative

• LTL/TL Best Way
Shipments
• Loose Case
Pick/Ship
• No Appointment/
Wait-in-Line
• Focus on Case Full
• Re-palletize at
Delivery

• Pool-load
Shipments/
Multi-stop
Deliveries

• CRP

• Backhaul/
Customer Pickup

• 3rd Party
Logistics

• Full-pallet/Layer
Increment Order
Quantities

• Pallet Pooling

Strategic

complete and on time.

• Joint Supply Chain
Management

• Joint Logistics
Planning

that we should have a “Strategic Relationship” with them, and that includes
Physical Delivery. According to our

• VMI

• Focus on Line Fill/
On-Time Delivery

• OS&D Disputes

Since Customer A is our largest customer, senior management determines

• Collaborative,
Planning,
Forecasting
& Replenishment
(CPFR)

• Standing
Appointments

• Scheduled
Appointmets

• Floor Load/Ship
Sheets

that our current performance is 99%

Collaborative

relationship deﬁnitions from Figure 3,

• 3PL Consolidated
Deliveries

that means we need to engage Cus-

• Focus on Order
Fill/OT/Cycle Time

• Cross-Docking

tomer A in CPFR. Unfortunately, Cus-

• EDI + Web-enabled
Status Reporting

• Focus on Perfect
Order

tomer A is not prepared to do CPFR

• Pallet Exchange

and doesn’t want to supply the data or

• B2B Web-enabled
Tranaction
Processing

• Phone/Fax
• EDI/ASN

the effort to do so. We forge ahead with
an initiative anyway and our performance falls to 75% complete and on
time. What’s the beneﬁt?

Figure 4:

It is clearly better to engage the cusnd

tomer in the relationship type that
matches their capabilities.
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CREATING A COMPLETE CRM PROFILE

By applying this approach to all of
the Touchpoints we can build a CRM
Proﬁle for customers such as that

Product Design

depicted in Figure 4. Based on the effort
required to do this, most organizations

Sales Process

will only want to do it for major or
strategically important customers.

Customer Touchpoints

Order Process

Using A CRM Strategy to
Physical Delivery

Plan and Invest
Your CRM Proﬁle can become a valuable

Billing & Collection

tool for Account Planning and evaluating potential investment by taking one

Demand Creation

additional step. That step is to build a
“Desired CRM Proﬁle” based on both

In-Store Execution

your and the customer’s perspective.
The Desired CRM Proﬁle looks just

Product/Technical Support

like the one you have developed for
the current state, except that it reﬂects

Damages & Returns

an aspirational view of the future state.
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There are two ways to create this aspi-

The Payoff

do those activities. What is new in CRM

rational view. The ﬁrst is to engage the

Adopting this approach has many

is a disciplined, structured approach to

customer in a joint session to develop

potential payoffs. Perhaps the greatest,

managing customer relationships that

it. This has the obvious beneﬁt of get-

if not the most obvious, is that it actu-

can be deﬁned, debated, planned and

ting direct customer input, but many

ally forces the management of cus-

evaluated. Compare that to the informa-

organizations fear the possibility of

tomer relationships by reducing them

tion you get today when you ask, “How’s

creating an implied obligation to do

to a set of tangible, measurable activi-

our relationship with Wal-Mart?” V

things that are later determined to

ties. After all, we have always had “rela-

have a poor return. The less accurate

tionships” with our customers ... they

(but also less risky) way to create the

are the sum total of the activities we

Desired CRM Proﬁle is to have the

implement with them and how well we

Account Team serve as a surrogate for
the customer’s perspective.

INFOANDINSIGHTS

When the Current and Desired Proﬁles are compared, a roadmap for planning emerges. This roadmap consists of
activities for which investments and
potential returns can be evaluated.
To institutionalize the CRM Strategy
process, make it the kickoff phase of
your annual account planning cycle.
Updating the Desired Proﬁle keeps your
efforts in tune with where the customer
is going. A post-evaluation of activities
implemented in the previous year identiﬁes which customers and/or activities
are the most rewarding Investments.

CRM: Putting Management Into
Customer Relationships
• We have always had “relationships”
with our customers
• Our existing relationships are the
result of the actions we take with
the customer
• Creating different relationships will
require taking different actions
• Actions (activities) require
investment
• The only reason to change our
relationship with a customer (take
different actions) is to grow Sales
and/or Proﬁts

Tesco Approaches Proﬁtability
On-line In UK

RosettaNet Members
Cast First Stones

Tesco PLC, the largest supermarket in
Britain and the self-proclaimed world’s
largest on-line grocer, promises to break
into the black this year with its online operations, according to The Wall Street Journal.

What’s been billed by some as the key to
unlocking e-commerce in the high-tech
industry is beginning to live up to its potential. RosettaNet, the industry consortium
that two years ago set out to standardize
business processes common across the
electronics supply chain, is beginning to
deliver real-world examples of increased
productivity and collaboration built upon a
set of standard Partner Interface Processes
(PIPs). Though there’s still a long way to go
before the worldwide web of electronics
supply chains can interact seamlessly, in
isolated cases signiﬁcant timesavings are
being realized.

The retailer did not say what degree of
proﬁt it expected, but Tesco may make
Internet history with a model that contrasts
sharply with how it’s done in the United
States. Tesco says it will have invested only
35 million pounds ($50.6 million) altogether in its on-line project. The Tesco model
also relies upon fulﬁlling orders through
picking from store shelves. Most American
online grocers have moved to the central
picking warehouse philosophy. Exceptions
include Peapod, which is a hybrid model,
and the independent grocers that contract
turnkey services with third parties.
Source: www.ideabeat.com
October 18, 2000, News From Both Sides Of The
Pond, by Craig Faucher

RosettaNet PIPs are designed to automate
the repetitive, nonvalue-added tasks that
today are done by people. By serving as a
universal language and rulebook, the PIPs
allow supply-chain partners to interact electronically without extranets or EDI systems.
“Some of the most signiﬁcant beneﬁts are
hard to quantify at this point” noted RosettaNet’s chief executive Jennifer Hamilton.
“Some people suggest there’s an opportunity between 2% and 10% of revenue. If you
consider that all together, RosettaNet’s
board members represent over $1 trillion in
supplychain revenue; that’s several tens of
billions of dollars of opportunity.”
Source: logisticsexpo.com via ELECTRONIC BUYERS
NEWS via NewsEdge Corporation
October 18, 2000 , By Crista Souza,
http://www.ebnonline.com/
CMP Media Inc.
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